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Abstract 
Chinn, P.Z., R.B. Richter and M. Truszczynski, Primal graphs with small degrees, Discrete 
Mathematics 87 (1991) 237-248. 
It has previously been shown that there is a unique set Il of primal graphs such that every 
graph has an edge-decomposition into non-isomorphic elements of 17 and that the only 
decomposition of an element of II into non-isomorphic elements of II is the obvious one. Here 
it is shown that there are infinitely many elements of II even among graphs having a relatively 
simple structure. On the other hand, within this same class of graphs, we show that ‘most’ of 
them are not primal. 
1. Introduction 
In [4], Dewdney introduced the class of primal graphs and posed the problem 
of determining which graphs are primal. In [l] and [2] several infinite classes of 
primal graphs were displayed, but it was observed that there are still unknown 
primal graphs of small order, i.e. having at most 24 vertices. Here our approach 
is to look for primal graphs among graphs having a relatively simple structure. 
A class of 17 of graphs is primal if: (i) for any (finite, simple) graph G, there is 
a subset @ of 17consisting of non-isomorphic subgraphs of G such that each edge 
of G lies in exactly one member of @i; and (ii) for each G E II, the only subset Qi 
of 17 satisfying (i) is @ = {G}. The set @ is called a decomposition of G. We say 
G has a decomposition into r for any r containing @. 
The main result of [4] is the following. 
Theorem 1. There is a primal class II and it is unique. 
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In this work we focus our attention on the class of graphs G such that each 
component of G is a subgraph of a k-sun, for some k, where by the k-sun S, we 
mean the graph obtained by adding one pendant edge to each vertex of the 
k-cycle C,. The graphs S, and S, are shown in Fig. 1. 
In order to state our results we present a little additional notation. For graphs 
G and H, G U H denotes the union of disjoint copies of G and H and, for a 
graph G and a positive integer n, nG denotes the union of n disjoint copies of G. 
Further, let Q(G) = {H: for some it, HE nG} and, most importantly, let 
& = {2jK,: i 2 0} U {2iK,,2: i 2 O}. It can be shown easily that r, E n. With this 
notation, our first result, which will be proved in Section 2, is the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. For each k 2 3, Q(&) contains infinitely many primal graphs not in 
r,. 
It is shown in [2] (and is also a corollary to our Theorem 3, stated as Corollary 
4.1) that a primal graph in Q(S,) - G necessarily contains a k-cycle C,. 
Therefore, the primal graphs described in Theorem 2 are all distinct for different 
k’s. Unfortunately, it seems to be very difficult to characterize the primal graphs 
in Q(S,). 
The other main result of this work is to prove that many of the graphs in the 
classes Q(S,) are not primal. For the formal statement, we require some 
additional definitions. For a graph G define ml(G) to be the largest integer m 
such that mK, G G; this is simply the size of a largest matching in G. 
Analogously, let m,(G) denote the largest m such that rnK1,* s G. Define a(G) 
to be the largest integer a such that 2”<m,(G); similarly, P(G) is the largest 
integer /3 such that 2’? < m,(G). If a graph G has a decomposition into I& then it 
is easy to show that IE(G)I ~2~(~)+r + 2B(G)+2 - 3. This motivates the following 
definition. A graph G is potentially decomposable into l& or PDT, for short, if 
IE(G)I s 2 a(G)+1 +2o(G)+2 - 3. PDT, graphs abound; some examples are dis- 
cussed in Section 4. 
Fig. 1. 
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Theorem 3. Suppose k = 3 or k > 5. If G E C&S,) is PDT,, then G has a 
decomposition into & (hence, it is not primal). 
Remark. If k = 5 then somewhat stronger assumptions are necessary. Namely, 
the following result can be proved. If G E a(,!$) is PDI;, and if S, $ G then G has 
a decomposition into &. 
In fact, we end up proving results somewhat more general than either 
Theorems 2 or 3, but the basic applications as we know them are stated here. 
Theorem 2 is proved in Section 2, while Section 3 is devoted to Theorem 3. 
Throughout this whole work we assume that no graph has any isolated vertices; 
they are immaterial in considering edge-decompositions. 
2. Infinite families of primal graphs 
There is a simple method for proving the existence of unknown primal graphs 
(see also [l-2]). Specifically, suppose G is a graph and F,, . . . , Fk are some 
primal, pairwise non-isomorphic, subgraphs of G. If CT=, IE(QI < lE(G)l, then 
G must contain some primal graph other than the 4’s. In [l] this argument was 
applied to G = Kz4 to prove the existence of at least one more primal graph with 
at most 24 vertices other than the primal graphs explicitly exhibited there. In [2], 
however, sufficiently many primal graphs were found to show that if n >, 32, 
then there are enough edges to possibly decompose K,. The trick used in this 
section will be to properly select graphs so as to always require at least one more 
primal graph. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph such that ml(G) +2m,(G)< IE(G)I. Then 
Q(G) - r, contains infinitely many primal graphs. 
Proof. We begin by proving the result under the more restrictive assumptions: 
2m,(G) <ml(G) and 2m,(G) < IE(G)I. Let m = ml(G). 
For a positive integer i, let ni E (1, 2, . . . , m} be such that 2’ G ni (mod m). For 
i such that 2’ > m, set Hi = ((2’ - n,)/m)G. We see that ml(&) = (2’ - n,) < 2’. AS 
mz(H,) < m,(Hi)/2, we deduce mz(Hi) < 2’-‘. Therefore, the largest subgraphs of 
Hi that can be in &, are 2’-‘Kz and 2i-2K1,2. Thus, for any decomposition @ of 
Hi, we see that 
FEZ”, IE(F)I s (1 + 2 + 4 + . - . + 2-l) + (2 + 4 + . . . + 2’-1) = 2i+l_ 3. 
Now suppose Q(G) n 17 - rO is finite; let it be {FI, . . . , F,} and let N = 
C&r (E(e)(. Ch oose i large enough so that (((E(G)( -2m)/m)(2’- m)> 
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N - 3 + 2m. Let @c Q(G) II 17 be any decomposition of E&ii; from above we see 
that 
On the other hand, 
FTe IW)I = I-WJI = ((2 - nJlm)lE(G)I 
= ((2’ - ni)/m)((E(G)( - 2m) + 2(2’ - ni) 
2 ((JE(G)I - 2m)/m)(2’ -m) + (2i+l- 2m), 
because ni =z m. It follows that 
FzQ J,!?(F)) > (N - 3 + 2m) + (2if1 - 2m) = 2’+’ - 3 + N. 
This contradicts our earlier conclusion and yields the result in this case. 
Now suppose ml(G) + 2m,(G) < IE(G)(. If G has maximum degree two, then 
it is easy to show that if C5 $ G, then ml(G) + 2m,(G) 2 IE(G)( (we state this 
formally later in Section 3, in ml-m2 Lemma). Hence, C5 E G and, therefore, 
Q(C,) c Q(G). By the preceding analysis, Q(C,) n 17 - JYO is infinite and the 
result follows. 
Therefore, we may assume K1,3 _ c G. Let (Y be any integer such that 
2”- 12 ml(G), 2”’ - 12 m,(G) and 2EP1 - 13 ml(G) - m*(G). 
Define 
P=2”-l-ml(G) and q=2”1-1-m2(G). 
Now 
Let 
p -q = 2a-’ - (ml(G) - mz(G)) 2 1. 
G*=GWqK,,,W(p-q-l&. 
Note that 
m1(G*)=2a-2, m,(G*) = Zn-’ - 1 and JE(G*)I ~2~~ - 3. 
Then 
2mz(G*) sm,(G*) and 2mI(G*) < (E(G*)(, 
so Q(G*) fl I7 - r, is infinite. 
Now G* &PC; hence Q(G*) E O(G). Thus, Q(G) n 17 - r, is infinite. 0 
From Theorem 4 we can deduce Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It is easily checked that m,(&) = k and that mz(&) = 
[k/Z], where 1x1 d enotes the integer part of x. Therefore, if k is odd, the result 
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is immediate. If k is even, consider the graph Tk obtained from Sk by the deletion 
of three consecutive pendant edges. Clearly, m,(T,J = k - 2 and q(T,) = (k - 
2)/2. Since IE(T,)I = 2k - 3, Theorem 4 implies B(T,) - r, is infinite. The result 
follows now from the fact that 52(T,) c sZ(S,J. •i 
Theorem 4 also applies to other graphs such as Cs and the graphs P and Y 
shown in Fig. 2. 
Note that primal graphs whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 4 are not 
PDT,. It should also be stressed that Theorem 4 yields only the existence of 
infinitely many primal graphs other than those in To; it should be understood that 
no mechanism for constructing primal graphs has been demonstrated here. 
Indeed, it remains a challenge to determine the primal graphs in Q(C,), which 
consists of graphs having a very simple structure. The results presented in the 
next section provide some help in this direction, but certainly not enough. 
3. Potentially decomposable graphs that do decompose 
Observe that mr(C,) = 2 and that mz(CA) = 1, so that C, is PDT,. However, it 
is easy to see that C4 has no decomposition into r,. Less trivially, graph 35, W K1,* 
is also PDT,, but does not decompose into r,. We shall see that, among the 
graphs whose components are subgraphs of suns, these cases are unusual. 
A class 0 of graphs is founded in r0 if r0 is a subset of 0 and, for every G in 
0 - l& the following conditions hold: 
(1) G is PDT,, 
(2) No connected subgraph of G is the edge-disjoint union of an even cycle and 
a KU, 
(3) If 1 s l< q(G), then there is an H = tK, E G such that G -H E 0, 
(4) If 1 <t G m2(G), then there is an H = tK,,:! E G such that G - H E 0, 
(5) If HI = SK,,, and H2 = tK,,, are such that E(H,) n E(H,) = $3 and L = HI U 
H2 s G, then either: 
(i) L = (s + t)K1,*, or 
(ii) L = L, U L2, where L1 = SK,,, and L, is one of 
(t - 2)K,,2 CJ K2 LJ KI,s, (t - 2)K,,, W K2 W P3 and (t - l)K,,, W 2K2, 
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(6) Let HE G. If there is a positive integer m such that m,(H) 2 m and 
]E(H)] > 6m - 2, then either H = (3m - l)K1,:! or there are graphs H’ = mK1,, E 
H and H” = 2mK, G H - H’ such that H - (H’ U H”) E 0, 
(7) If H is a proper subgraph of G and there is a positive integer r such that 
JE(H)( = 2’ and either ml(H) 5 2’-’ or mz(H) z= 2r-‘, then H E 0. 
This definition incorporates just the points we needed for 0 in proving the 
following result. 
Theorem 5. Zf 0 is founded in r0 and G E 0, then G has a decomposition into r,. 
The main interest in Theorem 5 is its corollaries, one of which is Theorem 3; 
others are discussed in the last section. The proof that the set of PDT, graphs in 
a(&) is founded in r, is not trivial; details are given in [3]. This is the only 
known proof of Theorem 3. Some of the corollaries to Theorem 5 (e.g., Corollary 
4.1) can be proved directly by simpler arguments. Reference [2] deals with graphs 
that can be analyzed by these simpler methods. The motivation for presenting the 
material in the current way is two-fold: firstly, putting all the material together in 
one place would require a very lengthy paper; secondly and more importantly, by 
abstracting the proof that “G decomposes into &” in this way, we get a 
potentially more general result that could be used to find more graphs that have 
decompositions into &,. Indeed, Corollary 4.4 and related results in [3] are 
examples of exactly that phenomenon. 
To prove Theorem 5, we shall, of course, require (l)-(7) above. In addition, 
we need the following general facts, which do not depend on the particular class 
0. Their proofs are straight-forward and are omitted. 
Matching Lemma. Let HI = 2kK2 and let Hz = 2kK2 be edge-disjoint. Zf L = HI U 
Hz, then one of the following holds: 
(A) L = 2k+1K2; 
(B) L = 2kK1,2; 
(C) L = L1 U Lz, where L1 = 2kK2 and L2 is either (2k - 3)Kz W P3 or (2k - 
2)K, W K1,*; or 
(D) L=C,W~~~UC,WtK,,,, where s>O, t>O and C1,...,CS are even 
cycles. 
ml-m2 Lemma. Zf G is either a cycle or a path and G # C5, then ml(G) + 
2m4G) 2 IE(G)I. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We proceed by induction on the number of edges of G. If 
]E(G)] = 1, then G = Kz and the result is trivial. The proof in the case ]E(G)] > 1 
is broken up into several cases, depending upon lE(G)l = C dj2j, where the Sj are 
either 0 or 1. 
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Case 1: &= 1. 
By (3) with t = 1, there is an edge e of G such that G - e E 0. By the induction 
hypothesis, G - e has a decomposition Qi into &,. As F E @ implies IE(F)I is 
even, it follows that @ U {K2} is a decomposition of G into F,. 
Case 2: Exactly one ai is nonzero, say 6, = 1. 
Since G is PDT, and (E(G)! = 2’, either ml(G) 2 2’-’ or m,(G) 2 2’-‘. 
Suppose first, that ml(G) 2 2’-l. By (3), there is a subgraph H = 2’-‘K2 of G 
such that G - H E 0. The inductive hypothesis yields a decomposition @’ of 
G - H. If G - H # 2’-lK,, then @’ U {H} is a decomposition of G into &,. 
On the other hand, if G - H = 2’-lKZ, then the Matching Lemma applies. If 
either G = 2’K, or G = T-lKl,z, then the result is immediate. If G = L1 U LZ as 
in (C) of the Matching Lemma, with L1 = 2’-lKZ, then it is easily checked that 
L2 has a decomposition @’ into & and that @’ U {L,} is a decomposition of G. 
Finally, assume that G = C1 W - * - U C, U tK,,,, where s > 0 and each C, is an 
even cycle of length 6 or more (C, $ G since neither (5) nor (6) holds for C,). 
Note that ml(G) = 2’-’ and, by the m, - m2 Lemma, ml(G) + 2m,(G) 3 IE(G)I. 
Since IE(G)I = 2’, it follows that m,(G) 2 2’-‘. It is easy to find H = 2’-2Kl,2 in G 
such that G - H consists only of disjoint paths, at least one of which is simply K2. 
Clearly, G - H has a decomposition 0’ into r,. As G - H has K2 as a component 
and IE(G - H)I = 2’-l, it follows that 2’-2Kl,2 $ Qi’. Thus @’ U {H} is a 
decomposition of G into &. 
Now suppose that m,(G) 2 2’-2. By (4), there is a subgraph H = 2’-2Kl,2 of G 
such that G -H E 0. Let @’ be a decomposition of G -H into F,. If 
2’-2Kl,2 $ W, then @’ U {H} is a decomposition of G into F,. 
If, on the other hand, G - H = 2’-2Kl,2, then (5) applies. If G = 2’-LK1,2, then 
the result is immediate. Suppose then, that G = L1 U LZ, where L, = 2’-2K,,2 and 
L2 is one of the three graphs specified in (5) (ii). Each of the possible L2 is easily 
seen to have a decomposition @” into F, such that @” U {L,} is a decomposition 
of G into F,. 
Case 3: At least two Sj are nonzero, 6, = 1, 6,, = 0. 
Subcase 3.1: There exists an integer p such that 1 <j cp implies Sj = 1, but all 
other Sj are 0. Then [E(G)1 =2 M’ - 2 As before, because G is PDT’, either . 
ml(G) 3 2p or m,(G) 2 2p-1. If the former, let H = 2!‘K,z G be such that 
G-HeO;by(3) such an H exists. Let @ be any decomposition of G - H. Since 
lE(G - HII < IWO, we have that @ U {H) is a decomposition of G into F,. A 
similar argument holds if m,(G) 2 2p-1. 
Subcase 3.2: There exists an integer b such that 1 c j < b implies 6, = 1, &, = 0 
and there is an integer c > b such that 6, = 1. Let r be the largest integer such that 
6, = 1. If both ml(G) < 2’ and m,(G) < 2’-’ then, since G is PDC,, it follows that 
IE(G)( c 2’ + 2’ - 3. But IE(G)I*2’+2b-‘+2b-2+...+21=2r+2b-2, a 
contradiction. Hence, either ml(G) 2 2’ or m,(G) 2 2’-‘. 
Suppose first, that m,(G) 3 2’. By (3), there is a subgraph H = 2’K, of G such 
that G - H E 0. Let @ be a decomposition of G - H. Since I E(G - H)I < 
IE(H)I, it follows that @U {H} is a decomposition of G into G. 
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Now suppose that m,(G) > 2’-‘. By (4), there is a subgraph H = 26-‘K1,2 of G 
such that G - H E 0. Let Qi be a decomposition of G - H into &. 
Observe that IE(G - H)I = C 6j2’, where 6, = 0 and for d 2 b, 1 <j =Z d implies 
~5~ = 1 but a,+, - 0. Since & contains exactly one graph with an odd number of 
edges (K2) and, for every j, exactly two graphs with 2j edges (2jK, and 2j-iK1,J, 
it follows that for every j, 1 <j cd, Qi contains exactly one of 2’K, and 2i-‘K,,2; 
let us denote this one by Aj. If Ab # 2b-‘K1,2, then @ U {H} is a decomposition 
of G into r,. Thus, we may assume Ab = 2b-‘Kl,2. 
Let H1=HUAIU.* - UAb and let Qil = @ - {A,, . . . , Ab}. Clearly, Qi, is a 
decomposition of G - HI. Now HI has 6 x 2’-’ - 2 edges and H = 2b-1Kl,2 E HI. 
By (6), either Hl = (3 x 2’-’ - l)K1,* or there are graphs H’ = 2b-‘K,,2 c Hl and 
H” = 2’K2 G H’ - H’ such that HI - (H’ U H”) E 0. The induction hypothesis 
applied to this last graph yields a decomposition Qi’ of Hl - (H’ U H”) into r,. 
Now Qi’ U {H’, H”} is a decomposition of Hl into r,, because IE(H, - (H’ U 
H”))( = 2’ - 2, which is less than both IE(H’)I and IE(H”)I. 
Recall that Qil is a decomposition of G - Hl into G. If F E Qil, then 
IE(F)I > 2’. Therefore, al U CD’ U {H’, H”} is a decomposition of G into &. 
The remaining possibility is that Hl = (3 x 2’-’ - l)K,,z. If 2bKl,2 4 @, then 
@r U {2’&,2, 2’-*K1,2, 2b-3K1,2, . . . , K1,2) 
is a decomposition of G into r,. If, on the other hand, 2bKl,2 E @, let s 3 b be the 
least integer such that 2”Kl,* E CD and 2”+‘K,,, 4 Qi. Let Hz be any subgraph of HI 
isomorphic to 2bKl,2 c HI. For q = b, . . . , s, let B, = 2qKl,2 E @. If 
H2UBbU.. . U B, = 2S+‘Kl,2, 
then 
(@I - {&, . . . , Bs)) U {2S+1K,.2, 2’-*K,,2, . . . , Kl,2}, 
is a decomposition of G. Thus we assume 
H2UBbU.. . U B, # Y+‘K,,,. 
Let t 3 b be the least integer such that 
H3 = H2 u Bb U . . . U B, # 2’+‘K,,,. 
Now, the idea is to modify Hl and Qil to obtain Hi and @i such that Hi has 
6 x 2’-’ - 2 edges, contains 2 b-lK,,, but is not isomorphic to (3 x 2’-’ - l)K1,*, 
while CD; is a decomposition of G -H; isomorphic to Qil (i.e. a graph is 
isomorphic to a member of @, if and only if it is isomorphic to a member of @i). 
This will take us back to the situation above which we have settled. 
Proceed as follows. By the choice of t, 
H2UBbU*- . U B,_l = 21K,,2 = B,, 
so 
H3 = 2fKl,2 U 2’K,,, and H3 # 2’+‘K,,,. 
By (5) (ii), H3 = L1 U L2, where L1 = 2’K,,, and L2 is one of the three graphs 
(2’ - 2)K1,2 U Kz U K1,3, (2’ - 2)Kl,* W K2 W P3 and (2’ - l)K,,* W 2Kz. 
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We can write LZ as H’ U Db U * * * U Dr-,, where H’ is one of 
(2b - 2)K1,2 u K2 w K1.3, (2’ - 2)K1,2 W K2 U P3 and 
(2’ - l)Kr,* W 2K,, 
and 
0, = 2’K,,2, bsqct-1. 
Now set 
H;=(H,-H,)UH’ and @; = (Qir - {Bb, . . . , B,}) u {D,, . . . , D1-,, L,}. 
Clearly, since H’ E Hi, Hi is not (3 X 2’-’ - l)Kr,*. Also, 2b-‘K,,2 E H’ E Hi. It 
is straightforward to verify that HI has 6 x 2’-’ - 2 edges and that @I is a 
decomposition of G - Hi isomorphic to Qir. Therefore, we are back in the 
situation previously considered and we are done. 
Case 4: At least two 4 are nonzero and 6, = 6, = 0. 
By (3), there is an edge e of G such that G’ = G -e E 0. Let Qi be a 
decomposition of G’ into &. Because lE(G’)l = 1 + . . - + 2” + 2’ + - . . , for some 
s?=landsomet>s+l, weknowA,,=K,E@and,foreachj=l,...,s, there 
is exactly one graph, say Aj, in @ such that IE(Aj)I = 2j. Set 
HI=(AOUAIU... UA,)+e and G1=@-{A,,AI ,..., A,}. 
Then @r is a decomposition of G - HI such that if A E G1, then IE(A)I 2 2’+‘. 
Subcase 4.1: HI f 2”+lK2 and HI f 2SK1,2. Now either m,(H,) 2 2” or m,(H,) 2 
T-‘; this is because A, c HI. By (7), HI is in 0. Let @’ be a decomposition of HI 
into r,. Evidently, A E @’ implies (E(A)1 G 2”; therefore, Qi, U @’ is a decom- 
position of G into &. 
Subcase 4.2: HI = 2SK1,2. If 2”K1,2 4 Q1, then @‘; U {HI} is a decomposition of 
G into &. Thus, we can assume TK1,2 E Q1. Let t 2 s be the least integer such 
that 2’Kr2 E Qir but 2’+lKi,, $ @I. For i = S, . . . , t, let Bj = 2’K,,* E G1. If 
HI U B, U . - . U B, = 2’+1K1,2, 
then we are done: 
(Gil - (4, . . . , 4)) u V+*K1,2) 
is the required decomposition. 
Otherwise, let u 2 s be the least integer such that 
H2=HIUB,U~~~UB,#2U+1K,,2. 
Let 
@ = Qir - {B,, . . . , B,}; 
this is a decomposition of G - HZ such that if 2”K1,2 E Q2, then a > u and if 
~‘K,E@,, thenbas+ls2. 
Applying (5) to HZ, we find that Z& = L1 U LZ, where L1 = 2”K1,2 and L2 is one 
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of the three graphs 
(2” - 2)K1,2 U Kz U Ki.3, (2” - 2)K1,2 U K2 W P3 and (2” - l)K,,, W 2K2. 
Thus, Hz has the decomposition @’ = {2K2, K1,22K1,2, . . . , 2”K,,,} and Qi’ u G2 
is a decomposition of G into &. 
Subcuse 4.3: HI = 2’+lK2. If Y+‘K, $ @i, then we are done; thus, we can 
suppose 2”+lK2 E GD,. Let t 2 s + 1 be the least integer such that 2’K, E QI, but 
2’+‘K,$@,.Forj=s+l,...,t, letAj=2’K,e@,. If 
HI U A,+1 U . . . U A, = 2*+lK2, 
then 
(@I - {A,+l,. . . , A)) U V+%) 
is a decomposition of G into r,. Otherwise, let u > s + 1 be the least integer such 
that 
Let (P2 = @i - {A,+l, . . . , A,}; this is a decomposition of G - Hz such that, if 
2eK1,2 E a2, then a 3s 5 1, while if 2’K2 E Gz, then b s u + 1. We apply the 
Matching Lemma to Hz; there are three possible outcomes, which we consider 
separately. 
(i) Hz = L1 U Lz, where L1 =2”K, and L2 is one of (2” - 3)K, W P3 and 
(2” - 2)K2 W K1,*. Thus, Qi’ = {KI,z, 2K2, 4K,, . . . , 2”K,} is a decomposition of 
Hz and @’ U a2 is a decomposition of G. 
(ii) H, = 2”K1,2. If 2UK1,, $ Q2, then we are done. Otherwise, let x 2 u be the 
least integer such that 2XK1,2 E Qz and 2”+‘K,,, $ @*. For j = u, . . . , x, let 
Bj = 2jK,,* E &. If Hz U B, U . . . U B, = 2X+‘KI,z, then we are done. Otherwise, 
let y 3 u be the least integer such that 
Let @3=@2-{B,,..., By} ; this is a decomposition of G - H3. Note that, if 
2”K1,* E 4D2, then either s c a < u or a >y, while, if 2’K2 E @, then b 2 u + 1. 
Since 
H,UB,U* . . U By_, = 2YK1,2 and By = 2YK1,2, 
it follows from (5) (ii) that H3 has the decomposition 
Qi’ = {Kl,z, 2K2, 4Kz, . . . , 2”Kz, 2”K,,+ . . . , 2YK,,2}. 
Evidently, @’ U G3 is a decomposition of G. 
(iii) Hz = C1 W C2 c1 * . . U C, W qK1,2, where p > 0 and each Cj is an even cycle 
different from Cq. (Recall that IE(H,)I = 2”+1, Qz is a decomposition of G -Hz 
such that 2”K1,, E & implies a 2s and 2’K2 E Gz implies b > u + 1, and 
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2”+lK, E Q1.) Since 
c ]E(F)] = (E(G - Hi)] = 0 (mod 2s+2), 
FE@ 
if follows that B = 2SK1,Z E !&, and hence, B E !&. 
By (2), B fI(C,U-- . U C,) is empty. Consider B U 4K,,2. We apply (5). If 
B U 4K1,2 = (Y + qK1.2, then let e and e’ be consecutive edges in C, and let b be 
any component of B. Set B’= (B - b)U {e, e’} and Hi= (H2- {e, e’})U 6. 
Evidently, B’ = 2SK1,2 and Hi is the union of two 2”K,‘s. Since H; is the union of 
two graphs 2”Kz and has a component that is a path of length at least four, we are 
back in (i) or (ii), with Hi instead of H2 and @‘; = ( Qz - {B}) U {B’} being a 
decomposition of G - Hi. 
Finally, suppose B U qK1,2 = L, U L,, where L1 = 2”K,,2 and L2 is one of 
(q - W1,2 LJ K2 CJ Km, (q - W1.2 LJ K2 u f’3 and (q - l)Kl,z U 2K2. 
Since qK2 c Lz, it follows that 
Evidently, Hi has the decomposition @’ = {K,,,, 2K,, 4K,, . . . , 2”K2}. Now 
@; = (@z - {Bl) U {L,) is a decomposition of G -Hi such that 2°K1,2 E 0; 
implies a 3s 2 1 and 2’K2 E @; implies b 3 u + 1. Therefore, @; U @’ is a 
decomposition of G into &. 0 
4. Concluding remarks 
In conclusion, we present some corollaries to Theorem 5 and some open 
problems. 
A tree T is a simple caterpillar if, for some n, T c S,,. It is not difficult to show 
that, for any forest of simple caterpillars F, ml(F) + 2mz(F) 3 IE(F)I, and hence 
F is PDT,. Hence, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.1. Zf F is a forest of simple caterpillars, then F has a decomposition 
into &. 
We point out that Corollary 4.1 is given a direct proof in [2]. 
From the ml - m2 Lemma, we know that if G has maximum degree at most 
two and C, $ G, then G is PDT,. 
Corollary 4.2. Zf G has maximum degree at most 2 and neither C, nor C5 is a 
subgraph of G, then G has a decomposition into Z& 
CoroUary 4.3. S, & primal if and only if n = 2j - 1, for some integer j 3 2. 
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Outline of proof. The cases n = 4 and IZ = 5 can be verified directly. If G is a 
proper subgraph of S,, it # 4,5, then G is PDT, and (by Theorem 3) decomposes 
into r,. On the other hand, S, is not PDT, if and only if IZ = 2j - 1, for some j. 0 
Corollary 4.4. Zf G is in one of Q(P) or Q(Y), where P and Y are the graphs of 
Fig. 2, and G is PDT,, then G has a decomposition into TO. 
It follows from Theorem 3 and Corollary 4.4 that PDT, graphs in Q(P), Q(Y) 
or Q(S,), n # 4, 5 are decomposable into F,. On the other hand, we have seen 
that there are infinitely many primal graphs other than those in K, in each of these 
classes. Is there a nice characterization of these primal graphs? Even in the case 
of Q(C,) we know of no characterization. More generally, which graphs having 
maximum degree at most 2 are primal? 
Another direction for research is to consider only forests. Which forests of 
maximum degree 3 are primal? We know O(Y) contains infinitely many primal 
graphs other than those in F,. Another problem is to determine primal 
caterpillars, i.e. those forests that do not contain Y. It may be the case that the 
primal graphs in this class are precisely the known ones, i.e. {2jK,,,: j and p are 
nonnegative integers}. Our methods do not seem to apply in this situation. 
Finally, let us note that all PDT, graphs with maximum degree at most 3 we 
know of that do not have a decomposition into &, contain C4 or S,. Hence the 
following general question is of interest. 
Question. Is there a PDT, graph with maximum degree 3 that contains neither 
C, nor S, and that does not decompose into G? 
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